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Sales Price $21,770
List Price $24,200

Specifications:

Year:  2019  

VIN:  1N6AD0ER8KN790876  

Make:  Nissan  

Stock:  790876  

Model/Trim:  Frontier S  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Pickup Truck  

Exterior:  Gun Metallic  

Engine:  4.0L V6 261hp 281ft. lbs.  

Transmission:  5-Speed Automatic  

Mileage:  38,066  

Economy:  City 16 / Highway 23

Step into the realm of reliability and robust performance with the 2019
Nissan Frontier S, a pickup that not only promises but also delivers.
With a mere 38,066 miles on the odometer, this rugged beauty is
poised to take you on countless adventures without skipping a beat.

At the heart of this Frontier lies a potent 4.0L V6 engine, churning out
an impressive 261 horsepower and 281 foot-pounds of torque. This
powerplant is not just about strength; it's about delivering a smooth and
responsive driving experience. Paired with a seamless 5-speed
automatic transmission, this truck offers an effortless glide on highways
and a confident stance on challenging terrains.

The 2019 Nissan Frontier S doesn't just talk the talk; it's been
recognized by J.D. Power and Associates with the Vehicle
Dependability Study (VDS) award, not once but twice. This accolade is
a testament to the Frontier's unwavering commitment to quality,
durability, and reliability. When you climb into the driver's seat, you're
not just starting the engine; you're igniting a legacy of dependability that
stands the test of time.

The exterior of this Frontier S is a statement of purposeful design. Its
bold stance and muscular lines are not just for show; they speak
volumes about the capability that lies within. This is a truck that looks
just as good covered in mud as it does sparkling clean on a sunny day.
It's a versatile companion, ready to tow, haul, and conquer whatever
task you have at hand.

Inside, the cabin is a sanctuary of comfort and convenience.
Thoughtfully designed to keep you focused on the road while providing
all the amenities you need within reach, the Frontier S ensures every
journey is as enjoyable as the destination. Whether you're heading to
the job site or setting off on a weekend getaway, this truck is your
reliable partner through and through.
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reliable partner through and through.

The 2019 Nissan Frontier S is more than just a vehicle; it's a promise of
performance, a symbol of strength, and a chariot of choice for those
who demand excellence without compromise. It's a truck that's been
built to last, to endure, and to empower you in every aspect of your
drive.

Don't let this opportunity pass you by. The 2019 Nissan Frontier S, with
its low mileage, powerful V6 engine, and double accolades for
dependability, is waiting to start its next chapter with you. Embrace the
call of the open road, the thrill of the challenge, and the satisfaction of
owning a truck that's been recognized for its exceptional dependability.
Make your move today and experience the unmatched confidence and
excitement that only the 2019 Nissan Frontier S can deliver. Your
adventure awaits!
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Installed Options

Interior

- Front air conditioning  - Cruise control - Power outlet(s): two 12V front  

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Clock - Digital odometer - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: folds up  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  

- Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Pickup bed light - Rear spoiler: tail-gate - Spare wheel type: steel  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: steel - Front wipers: variable intermittent 

- Rear privacy glass - Window defogger: rear

All prices listed are CASH Discounted Prices plus tax, title, license and fees.
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